FISHERMAN’S LOOP
BY HUNTER BECK

My design goal is to provide an accessible hiking trail that is
available year-round for tourists and locals alike.

BACKGROUND
My proposed trail loop is located near the town
known as Fish Camp. The trail loop connects to the
41 Freeway that goes through Fish Camp and the
proposed Fire Break Trail from Project 1.

GOALS
-To strengthen the local economy and community
by providing trails that are available year-round
-Add a defense to fire
-Create an educational, safe, and accessible
experience

OBJECTIVES
-Provide amenities at the major trailhead like bike
rentals, concessions, restrooms, etc.
-Make all trails ten feet wide with additional fuel
modification along both sides of the trail
-Provide frequent rest stops that have shade and
seating
-Provide educational signage at tralheads and rest
stops
-Provide emergency telephones at all trailheads and
rest stops
-Create access to existing campsite
-Create new campsite
-Design central trail to connect to each trailhead
and the proposed Fire Break Trail and the 41
Freeway

PROGRAMS
-Both educational and directional signage
-Emergency telephones
-Shaded seating
-Restrooms
-Concessions stand
-Bike rental shop
-Parking lot
-Trail markers
-Picnic tables

ASPECT ANALYSIS

SLOPE ANALYSIS

TREE CANOPY ANALYSIS

This map displays all the south, southeast, and
southwest facing slopes within my designated
work area. The southern facing slopes are shown
because in the northern hemisphere, south
facing slopes tend to be warmer and are host to
more drought tolerant plants. They tend to have
lower growing plants making it easier to create
trails in those areas.

This map displays all slopes within my
designated area that are at a 15% grade or less.
This percentage range is being shown because
trails at or below 15% are tolerable for most
hikers. It is important to put a trail in areas that
are less than 15% to make sure the trail is not too
difficult or unaccessible.

This map displays the tree canopies of my
designated area. It displays the density of trees
and helps show areas that are more open.
These open spaces can be used for recreational
purposes. This map can be used to find where
rest stops can be that would not require the
removal of many trees.
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1ST ITERATION

2ND ITERATION

3RD ITERATION

For the first iteration I looked at the
existing trails in the area, connections to
existing elements, and possible vistas and
waterbodys. With the aid of the previous
analysis maps I drew out a more accurate
trail that provides a moderate experience.

The second iteration focuses on the left
most trail loop. I looked at open areas
that would be available for rest stops and
trailheads. I looked for areas of parking
and locations for concessions. I also
looked at the open space near the second
water body a began brainstorming ideas
for that open space.

The third iteration focuses on the right
trail loop. I looked at its connection to the
existing campsite, as well as, the existing
trails in the north. I looked for open
spaces for trailheads and rest stops and
places for parking and concessions.

FINAL SITE MAP
After the iterations and feedback the final design became two trail loops that
average five miles in length. On the more northern loop, I have it connect to
the existing campsite. At that location there is a trailhead with educational
and directional signage as well as some shaded seating and restrooms. Each
rest stop along both loops provide shaded seating, emergency telephones,
trashcans, and restrooms. The more southern loop provides a new campsite
only accessible by biking or hiking. The campsite has the basic amenities like
tables, restrooms, trashcans, designated campfire locations, and emergency
telephones. The overall trails were designed so any visitor could start at any
of the three locations and go in any direction they choose. At the trailhead
closest to the 41 Freeway, there is parking for hikers’ vehicles and a bus stop for
those who chose public transportation. There is also a bike rental shop and a
concessions stand that provides water, food, and first aid equipment.

